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I.      INTRODUCTION 

'è- 

1.  The provision of financial resources to developing countries is 

expected in the long run to be not only beneficial to the recipient 

but rewarding to the donor as well, by the creation of substantial new 

investment opportunities.  However, despite the common assumption that 

investment opportunities are abundant m developing countries, due to 

the shortage of capital, low wagee and high expectations of investment 

returns, a more realistic appraisal of the prevailing economic 

conditions indicates that the exploitation of many of the resources of 

developing countries is seldom immediately feasible.  There is rarely 

a consistent transportation and communications network;  the supply of 

electric power is seldom adequate; banking and commercial support 

facilities are almost non-existent.  Tne system of distribution is 

often very imperfect while complementary industry and maintenance and 

repair facilities for industries are lacking. 

2.  In a few cases it is imaginable that the investor himself would 

try to overcome the lack of external economies by training his own 

labour and establishing his own transport and repair système.  However, 

it is clear that the package of overhead investment involved in this 

approach could be seldom afforded by the supplier of external resources. 

Such conditions are an obstacle in the way to substantial capital 

investment as they establish a permanent vacuum between latent invest- 

ment opportunities and the possibility of exploiting them.  An 

intensive "pre-investment activity" primarily geared to preparing 

feasibility studies in such high priority sectors ao economic infra- 

structure, education, agriculture and mining, seems to be one of the 

most effective answers to this problem.  Pre-investment in this sens« 

is to be considered an essential "economic support function" for 

effective investment, and thus an effective form of investment promotion. 

II. THE UNDP PKE-INVESTMiùNT FUNCTION 

3.  The necessity of carrying out such an essential function in the 

vacuum area described above was undoubtedly the basic motivation whloh 

determined the United. Nations General Assembly, in Kesolution 1240(XIII), 

establishing the Special Fund "as a constructive advance in United 
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Nations assistance to the less developed countries which should be of 

immediate significance in accelerating their economic development by 

inter alia,  facilitating new capital investments of all types by 

creating conditions which would make such investment either  feasible 

or more  effective".       The resolution,  in designating the basic fields 

and types of projects  to be assisted by  the Special  Puna so as to 

cover surveys,   research,  training and demonstration,   including pilot 

projects,   makes  it clear that the term "pre-investment" is  to be 

construed  to cover not only activities which would directly  stimulate 

capital   investment by  identifying opportunities  for investment and 

establishing the feasibility thereof,  but aleo activities which could 

be considered  to facilitate and make such investment more  effective, 

primarily  by creating  the necessary pre-conditions for investment 

e.g.  by developing the necessary skilled manpower,   technology and 

institutional  frameworK needed to  sustain capital investment.      It is 

clear that pre-investment,  as defined by the G.A.  resolution, 

encompasses a wide  span of economic-support activities among which 

there is broad room for investment promotion.       It would seem,  in turn, 

important  to point out that investment promotion to be of any effect 

in generating capital  investment ought to bo basically project 

oriented. 

III.  UNDP OPERATING MODALITIES 

4. Since its  foundation the United Nations Development Programme-/ 

in compliance with the General Assembly resolution,  has assisted well 

over one hundred low-income countries and  territories to enhance 

economic development and attract sizable amounts of development capital 

on a sound  business-like basis from internal  and external  sources in 

almost every major field of economic and  social development activity. 

5. The development activities  financed  by  the UNDP are carried out 

in the  field by  the United Nations and  the following  thirteen partici- 

pating and executing agencies:     the ¿orld  Bank,   PAO,   WHO,   ILO,  Inter- 

American Development  Bank,  UNIDO,  UNESCO,   IGAO,   ITU,   IMCO,   UPU,   wKO and 

-'   The Special  ñind of the United Nations was merged on 1  January  I966 
with the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance to berjome the 
United Nations Development Programme. 
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IAEA.      The newly established African Development Bank and the Asian 

Development Bank are expected  to  join shortly  the family of  the 

participating and executing agencies. 

6. The agencies provide recipient governments  witn professional and 

technical advice and recruited  international  experts.      The  latter are 

usually consulting fi mm of  industrial countries  specialized in  the 

field of  the project's activity and undertaking a wide variety of 

surveys ranging from a  feasibility  study  for trie  establishment of a 

water supply and  sewerage  system  in Ghana  to  the  studies for moderniza- 

tion of  the  transportation and  telecommunications facilities  in Malawi. 

7. As of the end of December  I9Ó7 subcontracts  for the Special  Fund 

component of the UNDP were awarded  to 337 consulting firms  from 

twenty-one countries  involving a cumulative allocation of approxi- 

mately 874 million.      These  subcontracts are  for  services covering a 

wide variety of  fields  including power studies,   transport and 

communication surveys,   sewerage and  water  supply studies,   soil 

hydrological and  forestry  studies,   fisheries surveys and training. 

The United Nations agencies   that nave moat utilized advisory services 

of subcontractors  to  implement UNDP feasibility  studies were:     the 

United Nations  itself,   which  nan awarded  1 S3 subcontracts mainly  in 

the fields of minerai  and geopnyeical  surveys and  transportation and 

communication surveys;     the  PAO,   wnich nas awarded  156  subcontracts 

during the  same  period;     the  13RD,   which  has awarded  AS «ubnrmtracta 

mainly in  tne field of  transportation and communication;    and  trie  WHO, 

which has awarded 6 auocontracts mainly  in the  field of water supply 

and  sewerage. 

8. On different occasions most of  tr4e major  industriai countries ware 

called upon  to provide,   througn private or public consulting firms, 

technical  know-how to  the UKDP-assisted projects.       During tne year 

1967,  Çor example,  major subcontracts were awarded  to CANA3RA of 

Canada for carrying out a major power survey  in Brazil,  Sût^fflAIL cf 

Prance to  supply organizational  know-how for a major railway operational 

project m Chile  for which  the participating and  executing agency is the 

World Bank,   the Economist Intelligence Unit,  Ltd.,  of  the United Kingdom 

which will  act as the major  subcontractor  for a  regional African  transport 

study for which  the agency is,  again,   the  World  Bank,  Nippon Koei 

Corporation Ltd..  of Japan which has been awarded a contract by the PAO 
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•to undertake a feasibility study of irrigation development in the 

Terai Plain in Nepal, the DAMOC Consortium of the United States, which 

has been awarded a subcontract by the WHO to prepare a master plan for 

water supply and sewerage for the Istanbul region and italconsult of 

Italy which has received a subcontract to prepare a major transporta^ 

tion survey in TuniBia under the control of the World Bank as the 

participating and executing agency.  A major contract has alBO been 

awarded by the United Nations to the Crooks, Michel!. Peacock and 

Steward Ltd., of Australia for the urban renewal and development of 

Singapore.-^ 

9.  More frequent and substantial participation by such major Asian 

industrial countries as Japan, Australia and New Zealand is to be 

expected witn the beginning of the implementation of major projects of 

the Asian Development 3ank.  The ASDB, which is shortly expected to 

become one of the participating and executing agencies of the UNDP, is 

presently co-operating in clo3e consultation with the UNDP in the 

promotion and selection of development projects.  Contracts are 

awarded on an international competitive basis by the participating and 

executing agencies which keep rosters of qualified firms and organiza- 

tions interested in being considered for awards of contracts. 

10. With some differencesin procedure for large and small scale 

activities, each project supported by the Programme is subjected to a 

careful Rcreemn,-- process before beirw anoroved by the Governing 

Council.  A request is usually prepared by the government concerned 

in consultation witn the agency or agencies having special competence 

in the proposed project's field and witn the UNDP riesident Representa- 

tive.  It is then considered for priority, feasibility, potential, 

impact and relationship to overall national development efforts, by 

the UNDP1s international secretariat, and further reviewed by the 

Programme's Inter-Agency Consultative Board.  Finally, it ìB submitted 

for consideration and approval to the UNDP Governing Council, which is 

made up of 37 countries at all levels of economic development.  At the 

completion of the project, detailed information for investment 

promotional purposes is usually contained m final reports and some- 

times interim reports prepared by the agency.  The reports are 

—' Por a complete list of tne subcontracts awarded up to date, and 
other pertinent data, see DP/L.67/Add,5. 
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prepared  to provide assisted governments witn  technical  aata and 

detailed  investment  recommendations required  for decisioni-» on  the 

implementation of development schemes.       i'hrough a direct agreement 

with Univerdity  Microfilms,   Inc.,   hichigan,   de-reetricted   final 

reports can  be acquired  by any  interested  organization. 

IV.     INVESTMENT ACHIEVEMKHTS AMI/ TRENDS uP UNJP 

11. AB of December 1967, tt»e INiii , woncing in clo3e co—operation with 

the UN family of agencies, was assisting 137 countries and territories 

to carry out 000 major  pre-investment  projects,   each averaging 

$2 million  in cost and  four years  in duration.       In pure   tenus of 

investment results  by  tue  same date,   35 completed  survey projects and 

seven surveys  stiil  underway and  four completed  researcn projects had 

directly   or  indirectly  stimulated  $¿.1   Dillion of public  and   private 

development  investment,   wmle  some  $300 million more  m  follow-up 

financing to other projects was under active consideration.       »s ha.» 

leen mentioned,   the LiUDF  focuses  its  energy and  efforts  in carrying 

out projects  in fields of nigh economic  priority  where  tue need for the 

establishment of an effective economic  infrastructure  tops all economic 

development  requirements. 

Investment Utilities 

12. Thus,   10 of  the projects  wnich generated  investment were  in 

electric  power development,   transportation,   telecommunications,  water 

supply and   sewerage,   involving  investment commitments  totalling 

$1,475 million,   or approximately 75 per cent of  tne entire  investment 

reported.       'duch a result 13 not surprising wnen it  is   taken  into 

account  that  the  IJHD waç  the  participating   mí  executing agency for 

the majority of  these  project:-.,   and   as  sue;»  it  aas  aap; lied  organiza- 

tional  activity,   teciinicai  assistance and   financial   resources,       »is can 

be appreciated,   the  field  of infrastructure  is,   by uefimtion  in most 

developing countries,   tne field  of  puolic  investment supplied by 

either internal  budgetary allocations or external  multilateral or 

bilateral  sources.       However,   as muci of  trie equipment necessary for 

the implementation of  the UNJP-aasisted  project  is  in effect supplied 

by private  enterprises  from riestern   Jurope,   North America,  Japan, 

Australia and other developed countries,   the share of  the private 
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sector in  these  projects is substantial. 

13.    The World  3ank  has been combining its own loans with bilateral 

export credits often in such a way as  to bring about an economic 

procurement of foods   aid  services at appropriate  financial   terms and 

conditions  for   the assisted country.       Clear evidence of  joint 

procurement  of  funds   for  the   implementation of operations  resulting 

from UNJP-asBisted  projects  is  evident  in a  few prominent  cases.       The 

study   fui-   tae  expansion of  ;.ower generation and  distribución  facilities 

in Argentina,   for example,   has  generated  a loan of  S1S0 million  from 

the I Mi» which  has   been combined  with   the extension of export credits 

from  the  United  otates,   tne United  Kingdom,   Italy,   foranee  and  Switzer- 

land,   totalling approximately  $100 million.       The  latter  were  in 

effect  export crédits guaranteed   by   tne above-mentioned governments  to 

facilitate   the export of equipment and machinery produced  and  supplied 

to  the  prot by  private corporations Another such  similar example 

is offered by   trie UN'J i   survey  for  the construction of the  Kam je  üam 

ir Nigeria,   for wruch  S21S million worth of  investment was  jointly 

supplied by  IBRD ami  a group of export credit  institutions,   under the 

above-mentioned  conditions,   from  Italy,   the United  Kingdom,   the United 

States and   tne  Netherlands.       As a result,   although   t:ie   bulk of 

investment  in uUiitiea  projects   10  supplied by official   sources,   tais 

is often como1 neu   by  necessity   with a  substantial   supply  of resources 

and  technical   ¿now-now   ¡'rom  the   private  sector. 

Investment   in   .ne  Fieli  of Agriculture 

14.    Tne  second   moat  important  high   priority  sector   is agriculture. 

deref   however,   investment nas  so  far  seldom  taken place as a direct 

consequence  of UNJr  pre-investment  activity.       Indeed,   often the most 

urgent  requirement  of developing countries  in   t'as  field   is not capital 

investment  but  rather   tne collection of  bas'.c   information and data from 

winch   to  start   tne assessment  of any  further  step  in economic develop- 

ment,       in  such ci rouiutj t tuces,    tne  first most urgent  requirement  is the 

pre-assessment  of payai cal  resources,   line   land and   water or forestry 

resources,   to   ue  supplemented  by  similar  inventories  of population 

characteristic; and  neeus.       It  is  in mate tang resources  witn needs 

that  tne  basi.:  direction of  investment   thus  normally   begins  with broad 

inventory  surveys woicn result  1:1 spécifie  feasibility  studies often 

carried out  by tae  private sector.       A  few major UMJi' projects  in the 
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field of forestry are clear evidence of such pre-investment  trends.    A 

Survey of Pine Forests in Honduras has attracted the investment 

interests of ADELA,  a private group which handles European and American 

investment capital on a joint venture bauis  throughout Latin America. 

As a consequence of the UNDP survey,   the group subsequently identified 

specific  investment opportunities resulting in investment negotiations 

involving approximately $100 million from major American corporations 

in the  pulp and paper industry.       Another successful  paper and pulp 

material  survey  in Thailand has already drawn substantial  interest 

frcm the privato sector as well as  the interest of the Asian Develop- 

ment Bank. 

The PAO/Industry Co-operative Programme 

15.    Perhaps the mo3t interesting initiative to stimulate private 

investment in agriculture is the establishment of the PAO/lrdustry 

Co-operative Programme approved by the PAO Conference in I965 to help 

accelerate agro-industrial  extension in developing countries through 

closer co-operation between PAO,   the industrial sector and governments. 

The Programme acts as a catalyst  in bringing together technical  and 

financial components for new investments,  and works with governments 

to eliminate obstacles  to  investment,   focusing its attention on UNDP/ 

PAO pre-investment projects.       In two years over fifty multi-national 

corporation, mainly private,  have  become members of  the Programme, and 

through co-operation are providing new  possibilities  for governments to 

implement agro-industrial development.       By the end of 1967»   through 

the  Programme,   industry had  shown  interest ir. ax i east fifty of  the 

completed JNDP/PAO-assisted  projects.       So  far  there has been evidence 

of a direct link between the  project's activities and direct corporate 

investment in three cases:     the  Institute for Development of Porest 

Resources and Industries,  which has stimulated  investment  in forestry- 

based industries,  amounting to $105 million - this is a case worthy of 

careful  analysis for investment follow-up purposes;     in Ethiopia 

another member has utilized information from a UNDP/PAO project  (Survey 

of   lue Awash River Basin)  in planning an estimated total $22.5 million 

expansion of the country's sugar industry;     in East Africa the Livestock 

Plan has helped in the generation of a variety of investment oppor- 

tunities.      In addition,  the experience of the PAü/lndustry Co-operative 

Programme has shown that some projects not primarily designed to generate 
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capital investment have nonetheless stimulated substantial investment. 

16. A good example is the new fruit and vegetable processing industry 

that has been established  (estimated  initial   investment $2 million) 

in co-operation with  the UNDP/FAO-assisted Centre  for Production, 

Processing and Marketing of Fruits and Vegetables  in Yalova,  Turkey. 

Begun in late  I966  the Centre has  since been  the  focal  point  for 

EAO/lnduetry/Government co—operation. 

17. The most encouraging effort of  the Industry Programme consists  in 

promoting  the initiative of industry  in identifying and proposing new 

projects which may  be of interest to governments or the UN agencies or 

the UNDP.       This constitutes an investment promotion initiative of 

great significance as  1t originates  in industry and  thus brings incom- 

parable assistance  in  terms of technical know—now and business 

experience  to  tiie  project programming phase.       Needless to say,   the 

entire experience  of  the  industry group should  be of invaluable 

assistance  for  the  promotional  efforts of UNI Do. 

18. Of particular interest   _n this  respect are  projects where 

complementary  investment  in infrastructure  is  needed to make  investment 

in agro-induBtrial   production viable.       For this  purpose co-operative 

action by  the government,   private concerns,   PAO,   UNDP,   IBRD,  Asian 

Development  .«in* and  tue African üevelopment Bank could contribute much 

to increasing trie  potential for investment  in agricultural  production. 

Investment  in Kming 

19. A sector of primary importance  for the development and  the 

exploitation of  ine  nei lardi  wealth of many developing countries is 

mining.       The  indirect advantage of mineral  investigation and exploita- 

tion often materialise  in net foreign exchange  earnings and consequently 

in terms of accelerated  development and monetary  stability.     In turn, 

mining attracts  foreign  private interests for evident economic reasons. 

Basic  industries  in developed countries must  be constantly on the 

lookout to ensure  adequate and economic  supplies of raw materials. 

Here,   however,   the  problem of investment  is somewhat complex.      A very 

expensive  pre-investment  process is necessary  in order to determine  the 

consistency  of deposite and   the posaioility of exploiting them 

economically.       Public   sources are  rarely available  for  this  purpose, 

for they are needed  for more urgent development  projects and  the sector 

is considered better 3uited for private investment.      An early stage 
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of investigation,  however,   the riBk of negative results of the pre- 

investment phase,   is as high as to discourage private initiative. 

Under such circumstances,   the UNDP ia called upon to  fulfil  the basic 

function of carrying out many  first stage general inventories of 

mineral resources,   which seldom result in direct investment.     However 

UNDP-assisted  projects fill an important  initial vacuum as  they provide 

governments with  sufficient  inventory results  to promote  further pre- 

investment action by private corporations.       In a few  prominent cases, 

experience has shown that  further mineral  exploitation is a consequenoe 

of  the first  phase UNDP survey and  in turn results in  substantial 

investment. 

20.     A general Survey of Groundwater and Mineral Resources carried out 

by  the UNDP in Cyprus has made  possible an agreement of mutual advantage 

between a major United states mining corporation and  the  local govern- 

ment.       Similar conditions  seem  to have resulted from an  Industrial and 

Marketing Survey of Petroleum Jerivatives and  Natural  Gas in Algeria 

where major international   industrial   interests have already been 

attracted as a consequence of the survey's results.       Furthermore,   the 

recent completion of a Mining and Groundwater Survey  in Somalia has 

uncovered  the  existence of deposits of uranium;    active  investment 

negotiations are under way between the government and a variety of 

international  interests from the western as wall as the eastern 

countries. 

Va CONCLUSIONS 

21.     Industrial  promotion activities ought to be closely related to the 

actual  potential  and possibilities of mobilization of the total resources 

of developing countries.      An effective way of fitting assistance of any 

sort,   including investment promotion,   into such a mobilization is by 

seeing it from the outset in relation to specific projects conceived 

within the context of national  development  plans.      Tne academic approach 

to  this problem is  rich in ideas and  suggestions.       It would  be useful, 

however,   to  fully examine and draw experience from  the  activities of all 

those  officials,   agencies  or  institutions which are constantly in touch 

with project implementation.      The programming activities of the UNDP, 

the European Development fund,   the regional development banks or other 
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such institutions will be useful  in this respect.      The experience of 

PAO/lndustry co-operative Programme and FAO/IBRD Co-operative Propine, 

aB well  as  the UNDP investment  follow-up activities will  also  help. 

Tn addition,  direct experience  in  the field  of UIWF Resident Represen 

tatives,   Project managers,  agencies,   bank missions,   tue   pre-investment 

unit  of  the African Development  Bank,   and  UMIDO  field   activities must 

be carefully scrutinised.      Of  increasing  importance .tre   tne  ten 

Consultative «roups  organized   oy   the  ¿orla   Bank  for co-oi.iirating and 

programming aid,   for Colombia,   Peru,   Nigeria,   Judan,   BaBt  «frica,   Korea, 

Malaysia,   Morocco,   Thailand and Tunisia.       Nineteen aid-gi vinr nations 

are  now aanociuea  M. th one or more  of  tne   Same's groups. 

22.     Por members  of   Jonsultative  Groups,   the  Lian* mates   p-nodic 

comprehensive  reports  on  t,e  recipient country's development  possihillties, 

problems  and  performance.       It  comments on  the  country's  own economic 
<   « ,,»m„   >f  -a i ri  whir-'   «it» em appropriate. estimates  and   recomiendo   tne   type  Mü   torma  oí   aid  waic ai »      y 

The  Ban* assists   the recipient  country  in  preparing or  revising  its 

development programme and  in  resolving problems  of execution.       In 

addition,   the  ¿orla   iank nas  resident missions   m India,   Pakistan, 

Indonesia and a  few otner countries  to provide advice  on general economic 

policies and  identify  and  prepare  investment projects within the  frame- 

work of  economy  priorities of   the assisted countries. 

23.     With   thiB  existing experience  to draw upon,   UUIJu may  find  its 

ta8k   in   the  field  of  invetriai   investment  promotion   largely  facilitated. 
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